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(R2) 14:00 FONTWELL, 2m 5f 135y 

Ebf Mares' Beginners' Chase (Class 4) (4YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 1410/2F
-

MIDNIGHT TUNE 268 
b m Midnight Legend - Harmonic Motion

8 11 - 0t Aidan Coleman
A J Honeyball

132

Jockey Colours: Purple, red stars, red sleeves, purple stars, red cap
Timeform says: Likeable hurdler who ran well when second on chase debut at Uttoxeter
(3m) this time last year. In process of running well prior to falling at Plumpton thereafter and
she's a lead player on return.  (Forecast 2.50)

Notes: 

2 41334-6 NO NO JULIET (IRE) 174 CD 
br m Scorpion - Full Imperatrice

6 11 - 0 J J Burke
O Sherwood

107

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, light blue chevron, chevrons on sleeves, light blue cap
Timeform says: C&D hurdles winner (fair form last December). Good efforts on 3 of her 4
subsequent starts thereafter but strictly has a fair bit to find with a couple of these now
tackling larger obstacles.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

3 508P-77 REMEMBER ME WELL (IRE) 18 
b m Doyen - Creidim

6 11 - 0 Thomas Bellamy
R Rowe

64

Jockey Colours: Pink and mauve diamonds, pink sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Little impact in bumper/over hurdles and hard to fancy now facing larger
obstacles for the first time.  (Forecast 101.00)

Notes: 

4 2/1124-2 SENSULANO (IRE) 20 D 
b m Milan - Espresso Lady

6 11 - 0 L P Aspell
Noel Williams

133

Jockey Colours: Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star
Timeform says: Useful mare over hurdles who ran to a fairly useful level when 5 lengths
second on return/chase debut at Ffos Las (20.9f, heavy) in October, albeit going in snatches.
Still, one of likelier types.  (Forecast 2.75)

Notes: 

5 P4464-9 TRUCKERS CAILIN (IRE) 18 
b m Curtain Time - Truckers Lady

6 11 - 0t1 J E Moore
P Henderson

-

Jockey Colours: Dark green, yellow diamond, red and black striped sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Tasted success between the flags but can't be fancied on what she's
achieved in a couple of outings under Rules. Tongue tied.  (Forecast 81.00)

Notes: 

6 0/01311- YEATS BABY (IRE) 210 
b m Yeats - Cabo

7 11 - 0tp James Best
Miss Z C Davison

122

Jockey Colours: White, black seams, red and black hooped sleeves, black and red hooped cap
Timeform says: Irish raider who improved over hurdles for Emmet Mullins last season,
winning 3 of his 4 starts at up to 3m. Joined new yard for £14,000 in May and interesting what
the market makes of her.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: MIDNIGHT TUNE was a likeable front-running hurdler who twice shaped with
promise despite meeting with defeat over fences last term. She's not expected to be lacking for fitness
on return and earns the vote to emerge on top. Sensulano shaped quite well on her chasing bow and is
feared, ahead of Yeats Baby who improved plenty over hurdles for her previous yard in the spring.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: MIDNIGHT TUNE (1) 
2: SENSULANO (4) 
3: YEATS BABY (6)


